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  Round #2

Specific project proposals

Discussion
Background

2010 budget available for projects

Title 24
Other

Advisory Committee to develop recommendations for presentation to the Board

Smart Survey (“iOP”) to generate discussion around industry priorities

Purpose of today’s discussion: to gain better understanding of current state of industry
Smart Survey Results – Round #1

Training & education on the Cx process for owners, managers, operators
Shortage of qualified engineers
Depressed economy
Project follow up – what happens after the Cx provider leaves?
Smart Survey Results – Round #2

*Training & Education! Providing training material for others to implement*

*Assist outreach & training for CalGREEN*

*Develop better understanding of trades, and owners*

*Expanding CCC’s web-based presence*
Industry context

Dependence:
- on utilities for EBCx
- on LEED for new construction Cx

Current priorities for IOUs?
Current priorities for cash-strapped owners?
Ongoing performance tracking